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CHAPTER 1 
  

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background/ Survey of Previous Work 

Overhead Transmission of electric power has been along the years one of the most 

important elements of electric power systems and it will still continue for the future. 

Power transmission from generating stations to substations and to industrial sites is 

accomplished by overhead transmission lines that connect the power plants into the 

transmission network, interconnect various areas of transmission networks, deliver 

the electric power from various areas within the transmission network to the 

distribution substations, from which the distribution systems supply residential and 

commercial consumers.  

Recent methods of overhead line design consider an overhead line as a system 

constituted by individual components. At design stage it has to coordinate the 

mechanical strength of these components taking care of the fact that a failure of any 

component may lead to the loss of the complete transmission capacity. Each 

component of the overhead line is divided into elements as stated in Figure 1.1 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Components and elements of overhead lines 
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A transmission line project may be considered as being initiated with planning 

activities, which carried out several years before its execution is started. In 

preliminary studies of a new line, some complementary studies of load flows and 

stability, transposition needs, reliability evaluations and switching surge over 

voltages are carried out. After completing planning studies, transmission line basic 

design is done for deciding electrical parameters of the line, such as line length, 

current rating, whether single circuit or double circuit and required conductor 

parameters.  

Then it has to identify the transmission line start and end sites according to the 

requirement. If it is a high voltage transmission line, two end sites are two 

substations. If it is a medium voltage transmission line the starting site is a medium 

voltage bay of a substation and the end site is a medium voltage gantry. Most recent 

edition of Google Earth maps or satellite images are used for planning of new line 

corridors. With using the maps and observing planned land, most suitable line route 

is selected which minimize the number of affected properties along the line route.  

Then preliminary survey is carried out. In that stage, angle points of the tower line 

route is fixed at suitable sites. At preliminary surveying, terrain characteristics will 

be studied and the suitable support (structure) type will be selected from the available 

classes of supports or otherwise new support design is carried out. Then detailed 

survey is carried out along the line corridor on terrain variations, crossing roads, 

crossing power lines, railway lines, structures along the route, crossing irrigation 

canals and lakes and each and every considerable permanent obstacle present through 

the line route, along with their position and height. With the aid of angle point 

coordinates a straight line is drown through the terrain model representing the line 

axis and then longitudinal profile is interpolated along the line axis including all the 

crossed objects from line route corridor. Final design of the line is done on this 

longitudinal profile.  

 In detailed design stage two tasks to be mainly considered, 

01. Maintain the clearance and structure strength limits 

02. Determination of support locations, support types and heights 
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Minimum clearances to crossed objects and terrain surface need to be complied with 

the basic requirements specified in design standards, to protect people as well as 

fixed or movable objects against hazardous approach to line conductors. In Sri 

Lanka, Ceylon Electricity Board specifications are available, for medium voltage and 

high voltage power line design and construction. According to specifications it is 

distinguish between minimum clearances to, 

- Ground in areas remote from buildings, roads, railways and other objects 

- Residential and other buildings 

- Lines crossing roads, railways and navigable waterways 

- Other crossed power lines or telecommunication lines and 

- Residential areas 

Minimum clearances to afore mentioned obstacles must be maintain at the condition 

of maximum operating temperature the conductor specified for the line.  

Longitudinal profile generated from the surveyed data, forms the basis for tower 

spotting. Longitudinal profile of the line route consists with information relevant for 

the detailed line design such as type of terrain, crossed traffic roads, waters and 

railways. Clearances between respective longitudinal profile and the conductor 

catenary curve are used to define support locations and support types and heights. 

These are the major decisions which affect investment for construction of the line. 

This stage is known as tower spotting.   

For a selected section between two angle points, many possibilities are present for 

design an overhead power line. These different design solutions result on different 

investment for line construction. Therefore, cost optimization concepts should be 

applied from this point onward of the design. As an example, a large number of low 

height towers with short spans will give different investment compared to few tall 

towers with long spans for same line section. Not adopting cost optimization 

methodology at this stage of design process will result on high cost design solutions 

to be implemented over low cost solutions.  
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Regarding line design and tower spotting, two line categories can be considered.  

01. Lines situated in highly populated areas, which cross too many buildings and 

obstacles. 

02. Lines situated in regions of low population density, which crosses abandoned 

lands and cultivated areas. 

For first category of lines, it will not be possible to highly optimize the design and 

construction with respect to economic aspects; however in second category of lines, 

optimization is highly possible with optimum tower spotting at the design stage. 

In conventional method, after finalizing the line route and angle points, tower 

spotting is carried out manually by the design engineer on the desk on hard profile 

drawings. For that the route profile drawing and templates showing the catenary to 

the same scale as the profile drawings are used. Sagging template is produced based 

on the sags of selected conductor related to expected equivalent span of particular 

line section and maximum conductor temperature. 

If Tower No. 1 position and height is decided, by placing the sag template on profile 

drawing, Tower No. 2 position and height can be decided maintaining required 

ground and obstacle clearances. Such a way the tower positions and heights can be 

identified along the line route. After preliminary tower spotting, compliance with all 

technical limits such as wind and weight spans need to be checked in detail for all the 

towers spotted. If these conditions are not satisfied, tower height and tower site need 

to be corrected accordingly to meet the requirements. 

Investment optimization at manual tower spotting largely depends on experience and 

care of the design engineer. He/she is hardly in a position to manually evaluate the 

cost of all the possible combinations of tower heights and tower sites, because such a 

comparison will take too much time which may be impossible to manually handle 

with.  

With development of technology and data processing, power line design engineering 

has also been highly computer based. Tower spotting and optimization with data 

processing has been introduced to compensate the difficulties faced by design 
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engineers in manual spotting. The accuracy of optimum spotting solution no longer 

depends on the design engineer’s experience, but totally on the calculations 

performed within the data processing program. 

Tower line spotting by means of data processing has been initiated before several 

decades from now. One of those studies is described in the paper “A computer 

technique for optimizing the sites and heights of transmission line towers – a 

dynamic programming approach” By G. Mitra and K. Wolfenden.  

In said research paper, a dynamic programming approach has been discussed, which 

given the survey data of a transmission line route and the choice of available towers 

of suspension and angle towers in such a way that the overall cost of running the line 

from one end of the route to the other, subject to all the established design 

constraints, is a minimum [2]. 

According to said research, the developed program has been successfully run at the 

University of London, Atlas computer. As stated in the paper, basic algorithm uses 

Bellman’s “Principal of optimality”; An optimal policy has the property that 

whatever the initial state and initial decision are, the remaining decisions must 

constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the first decision 

[3]. Based on that principal, the problem has been considered as one of routing in a 

finite connected network. Profile of the line route is divided in to a fine grid of 

possible tower sites, and the elevation corresponding to each allowable tower height 

at each such test site forms a node of network in which the routing algorithm is 

recurrently applied.  

Subject to the constraints imposed by ground clearance requirements, including the 

effects of side slope and of special offending structures, single and double span 

limits, and the weight-span to wind-span ratio, the algorithm determines that 

connection between one node and a proceeding node of the mesh which minimizes 

the cost of the line up to the current node. 

Further the paper stated that “the dynamic programming approach was proposed by 

Shulman (1962), but he reported no implementation. Essentially the same approach 
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has been adopted by Ahlborg and Palm (1962) whose program is now widely used 

for optimum tower spotting in Sweden” 

The paper stated that the data processing methods report a saving in cost of both 

solutions proposed and its derivation compared with those of traditional methods.  

In research paper titled “Optimal Location of Power Transmission Lines Towers 

Using Reformulated Dynamic Programming-F. R. Viera and J. Toledo H.”, the 

dynamic programming application on optimal tower spotting location such as is 

formulated in above paper is reformulated. Software called DoubleRed has been 

developed according to reformulation and tested. According to said paper, the 

software DoubleRed produce a cut of towers cost that in all cases was superior to 2% 

[4]. 

Recent internationally used data processing cost optimization software is Power Line 

Systems Design and Drafting (PLS-CADD). PLS-CADD is a MS-Windows program 

which has been developed for the analysis and design of overhead electric power 

lines. This program is currently used in some countries, by the line layout designers, 

structural/geotechnical engineers and drafters to increase the productivity of line 

design. 

In Sri Lanka this program is used by power line design engineers attached to 

Transmission Licensee, Distribution Licensees and some contractual entities engage 

in power line construction. Optimum (minimum cost) automatic spotting is available 

as an extra cost option of PLS-CADD program, but until now this option has not 

used by any of the line design engineers in Sri Lanka. 

According to PLS-CADD software manual, power line systems methodology for 

optimum automatic spotting is dynamic programming, where the basic formulation is 

that of finding the least cost path through a graph of nodes which containing cost for 

combinations of tower heights and locations [5]. 
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1.2. Motivation 

Ceylon Electricity Board; the main utility entity in Sri Lanka and some contractual 

parties have been engaged in Sri Lankan power line design and construction. In 

current situation these parties use three design methods for power line designing.  

01. Manual tower spotting using catenary curve sag templates on hard sheets of 

profile drawings. 

02. Manual tower spotting on Auto-CADD profile drawings, using Auto-CADD 

drowned catenary curves. 

03. Manual tower spotting using PLS-CADD software. 

In afore mentioned methods, the investment optimization is depending on the 

experience of the engineers in the field. 

In most of the time, main target is to spot basic supports (shortest towers) throughout 

whole the section since it is the lowest cost support, however if some of those can be 

spotted with first stage or second stage body extensions, spans will be higher and 

investment may be reduced by reducing one or two supports from the section. We are 

hardly in a position to manually evaluate the cost of all the possible combinations of 

support heights and sites. 

Table 1.1 shows the support costs as CEB stock values in 2012, with their foundation 

and erection costs for a particular class of supports with available body extensions. 
 
 

Table 1.1: Support cost and foundation and erection cost for support type “Tower” 

Double Circuit Suspension 
Support Type 

Body 
Extension (m) 

Support 
Cost (LKR) 

Erection Cost 
(LKR) 

Foundation 
Cost (LKR) 

TDL+0 0 437,872 73,120 310,000 
TDL+3 3 543,949 91,515 310,000 
TDL+6 6 615,769 103,955 310,000 

  Source: CEB stock values-2012 

 
 

The average per capita electricity and gross generation is continuously increasing at 

an annual rate of 7% and 7.6 % [6]. To cater the increase, CEB has to increase high 

voltage and medium voltage transmission line length along and across the country. 
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Ceylon Electricity Board Distribution Region 01 Medium Voltage Distribution 

System Development Plan 2010-2019 stated that from 2013 to 2017, the total new 33 

kV line length to implement within region 01 is 184 km. Total cost for construction 

of 1 km length of 33 Lynx double circuit tower line is approximately about Rs. 15 

million. So, these enhancements incur thousands of millions of investments to 

planning, design and construction. Being a developing country Sri Lanka has to 

optimize the investment in power line construction and it is a wise decision to 

optimize it at planning and design stage.  

Therefore, developing a simplified methodology for optimize the design by means of 

data processing has a great value, especially within CEB for both manual and 

software based tower line design.  

1.3. Objectives 

The first objective of this study was to develop a power line design algorithm, which 

gives the choice of available towers and sites of the towers for given survey data of a 

transmission line route in such a way that the overall cost of running the line from 

one end of the route to the other, subject to all the design constraints, is a minimum. 

Second objective of this study was to develop a simplified data processing program, 

by using the developed algorithm, to use in medium voltage line design projects 

undergone by Ceylon Electricity Board. 
 
 

1.4. Scope of Work  

Following activities were carried out as the literature survey and data collection of 

this study. 

01. Study the power line design concepts and theory behind the design process. 

02. Study power line design criteria and constraints. 

03. Collect data on medium voltage support types, conductor details and 

foundation details which are recently used in Ceylon electricity board. 

04. Calculate the cost parameters of supports, conductors and foundations. 

05. Study the dynamic programming methods  
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For development of data processing program, following activities were carried out. 

01. Develop mathematical formulation of the problem. 

02. Identify and study suitable programming language  

03. Coding of data processing program. 

04. Simulation and experiments. 

Experiments were done with developed data processing program for some 

constructed 33 kV medium voltage power lines under Projects and Heavy 

Maintenance Branch of CEB Distribution Region 01. Sensitivity of the results was 

analyzed with changes of line parameters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




